
All For Your Delight

Themes and Inspiration



General Concepts and Ideas
Audience members are immersed throughout the 
production. Upstairs is "Hewlett's" and part of another time 
and place.
Front of house in character
Audience members escorted to their seats and possibly 
welcomed by The Chairman.
Table Seating (tablecloths?)
Hall is decorated in period style - Lots of red and gold
Snacks and Drinks are served at the bar (table service?)
Although written to be in London, it takes place in Canada

Accents will be Canadian
Mode of speech will be as written - probably a realistic 
scenario for 1900's Canada



Scene concepts
There are 3 types of scenes, which require different lighting 
moods and actor behaviours: 

The "On Stage" scenes, performed for the audience, for example the 
musical numbers. 

These should be brightly lit, using spotlights as much as possible. 
The curtain is drawn during these scenes. 
All the choreography happens in these scenes.
When the action is on stage, it takes place in the first 8 feet downstage, in 
front of the curtain. Spot lights from the first rail might work here.
Some action is on the catwalk. Need to figure out lighting for that. 

The "Backstage" scenes
acted as though the audience was not there
Lighting should be more subdued
The curtain is open and the entire stage can be used
The dressing room set is located at the back of the stage

The "sidebar" scenes
Acted as though the audience is there, but is not paying attention 
i.e. assume the audience is socializing with each other, and the actors are 
having a private conversation among them
The curtain is closed during these scenes
The lighting should be "intermission-like"



Table Seating at Oxford Music Hall Row Seating



Layout idea 1



Layout idea 2



Stage Layout

The "backstage" area is behind a retractable curtain, strung 
halfway upstage
The performances take place downstage in front of the 
curtain. This is typical of the music hall style. Some 
performances will extend to the "catwalk": The Ramportis, 
Mills & Crowley, etc.
Spotlights on the front light rail illuminate the performers as 
needed.
Mid rail lights are used to illuminate the curtain
Mid rail and back rail lights illuminate the backstage scenes
Lights for the catwalk will be a challenge. Possibly house 
lights can be used? Lights on the drop bars?



Staging and Costume 
Ideas



Costume Ideas



General Music Examples

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZsY-xSIBhY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvszajeGL94


Scene 1: The Chairman's Welcome
Audience members are 
welcomed by name by the 
chairman (3 or 4 times), in a 
boisterous manner
Lord Harleston is met and 
escorted to a "reserved" table
The dialog with Harletston 
and Lucy is performed among 
the audience, and is a 
"sidebar" scene. It advances 
the plot, but is not 
"backstage".

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4SdQ9B_zZI


Scene 2: Get to the Hall

Chairman intro
Company ensemble 
number

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcWqGz3r3Ts


Scene 3: Backstage 1 - Character Intro

Lights dim on hall, come up backstage which is at the back 
of the stage behind a curtain.
With the curtain open, the entire stage can be used for the 
backstage scenes
This scene should be played straight. There is no 
"audience", and the actors seem genuine.



Scene 4: Ever So Sad
First solo act
Performed by Rosie



Scene 5: Meet Gentleman Jim

Melodramatic scene
Jim comes through the 
audience
Both Jim and the Chairman 
go into "over acting" mode

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEBfiXtBwf8


Scene 6: The Ramportis

"ESP" act
Based on a pre-determined code to describe objects
Costumes should be "Magical"
Need mask or blindfold



Scene 7: The Rivalry
This scene takes place among the audience (on the 
"catwalk")



Scene 8: Ding Dong

Ensemble musical number
Dance break in the middle featuring clog dancing
This is a comical number, about going to a party and 
partaking in the libations to excess
Could be played slightly "tipsy"



Scene 9: Gentleman Jim Returns

Very short scene between Gentleman Jim and the 
Chairman
 Played the same as scene 5



Scene 10: Sid's Socks
A Mills & Crowley musical comedy number about a guy with 
foot odour
This should be played Vaudeville-like with comical 
choreography



Scene 11: Backstage 2 - The Plot 
Thickens

Backstage again, with lighting change to indicate the 
change of mood
 Same as scene 3



Scene 12: Joe

Musical solo performed by Lizzie
This is a rather sentimental song



Scene 13: Cops Arrive
After an initial 
interaction with the 
Chairman, the cops go 
into their song 
"Hinvestigations"
This is a high energy 
comic number, with 
choreography that is 
slapstick, ie collisions, 
butting heads, wiggling 
the false mustaches etc.
The cops are played by members of the company. We should 
limit the number of cops to 5 max.



Scene 14: The Hunt for Gentleman Jim

Gentleman Jim turns out to be one of the cops, and the hunt 
is on.
 When the cops speak, they take turns saying parts of a 
sentence. The timing here will be crucial to maintain a good 
flow.
This scene can take place on the stage and the catwalk



Scene 15: Johnny Jones

Another slower more serious number, this time 
performed by the show's headliner, Mary Molloy
Along the lines of scene 12 (Joe)
This number closes the first act

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdxQej9qMEw


Scene 16: Rosemary Lane
Ensemble musical number
Emulates a street market scene
Takes place on stage and among the audience

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_pEgdiS7IA


Scene 17: The Lord Ups the Ante

This is another "sidebar" scene between the Chairman and 
Harleston.
 


